
Maps and Spatial Reasoning: GEOGW12 

 

This class surveys the properties of maps, emphasizing map use, spatial thinking, and interpretation. 

Lecture topics include map abstraction, generalization, map projections, and symbolization. Special 

purpose maps, thematic maps, and the display of quantitative and qualitative information are 

considered. 

 Students must register for the class and participate in the Online course discussions, complete 

the 24 modules online at: https://anteater.geog.ucsb.edu/geog/portal, and work though the series of 

Online labs available via Canvas. Interaction with the course leaders and your fellow students is an 

important part of the class, as is following the module in the class textbook: Clarke, K. C. (2015) Maps 

and Web Mapping. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson. This is an eBook, available from online vendors or 

via http://www.pearsonhighered.com/mygeoscienceplace. Grades will be assigned as follows: Online 

modules completed: 2% per module. Online Map Assignments: 8 assignments at 6% each. Class online 

participation: 4%. There will be no exams in the class, evaluations are built into each of the modules and 

the labs. 

 

MODULE 1 Why Maps? 

The introductory class contrasts two of the world’s oldest maps with Web-based mapping tools for 

finding and displaying their locations. 

MODULE 2 The Figure of Earth 

The discipline of geodesy is introduced via the history of earth measurements for the size and shape of 

our planet. 

MODULE 3 Sizing Up Earth 

The scale transformation and representative fraction are covered, including what map scales are in 

common use and how geobrowsers handle map scale during zooming. 

MODULE 4 Distorting the Globe 

All flat maps distort the earth surface. Here we cover how this transformation can mimimize the 

distortion, or suit it to the map’s purpose. 

MODULE 5 Coordinate Systems and Global Grids 

Locations on maps are described by coordinates. This module covers the standard schemes used for 

encoding map locations. 

MODULE 6 Partitioning the Land 

Numerous systems exist for dividing land into parcels for taxation, use or ownership. These system, are 

an important part of the landscape, so are covered in detail, especially the US Public Land Survey 

System. 

MODULE 7 Cartometry: Position and Direction 

Once position is encoded by coordinates, we can use the coordinates to calculate distance and direction 

using many different schemas. These properties can be measured and use on maps, on the earth or on 

both. 

MODULE 8 Cartometry: Lines and Areas 

Coordinates for features that involve lines, such as roads, and areas such as lakes can be used to 

measure lengths and areas using the map rather than in the field. 

MODULE 9 Map Generalization 

https://anteater.geog.ucsb.edu/geog/portal
http://www.pearsonhighered.com/mygeoscienceplace


Scaling a detailed map to a less detailed map involved fundamentally changing the map content, 

involving selection, simplification, combination and displacement. 

MODULE 10 Positioning 

How to use simple aids to navigation and GPS to find your position in the outdoor. 

MODULE 11 Route Selection and Navigation 

Navigating involves positioning, but also strategy, goals, movement and tools. Here we cover the basic 

of movement over open country, but also navigating the web. 

MODULE 12 Location-Based Services and Web Mapping 

LBS is a new industry intertwined with the internet and social media. Here we cover the breadth and 

content of this new area of technology. 

MODULE 13 Mapping the Third Dimension 

Maps can show more that the locations of features, they can also show the three dimensional form of 

the earth and its features. Here we cover the basic ways that maps do this. 

MODULE 14 Representing Terrain with Contours 

Simplest among the terrain mapping methods are contours. Yet their interpretation and use involves 

considerable spatial thinking. This module covers how contours are used, and how they can be used to 

reveal the form of the earth’s surface. 

MODULE 15 Landscape Features on Maps 

What are the major forms that cover earth’s surfaces and what forces have molded them? Here we 

cover more complex features and how they can be interpreted from maps. 

MODULE 16 Heights and Height Mapping  

The height above a datum has a history of measurement and is at the base of all terrain mapping. This 

module shows why maps from different mapping eras show terrain with different amounts of error. 

MODULE 17 Features, Dimensions, and Data Levels 

All data have properties of scaling, that is they fall into dimensions and levels of measurement. This 

module explores the consequences of different data types for which maps can be made with the data, 

and introduced thematic cartography. 

MODULE 18 Measuring Shape and Distribution 

How can the shapes of map features and their spatial patterns be quantified? This module uses some 

examples to show why such measures are not simple. 

MODULE 19 Networks 

Networks are everywhere, both in mapped systems like roads, and across the users of the internet. This 

module covers how to build and then measure different types of networks. 

MODULE 20 Special-Purpose Maps 

Many maps do not fall into a basic set of types but meet the needs of a particular purpose. Such maps 

are surveyed in this module. 

MODULE 21 Cartography’s Related Disciplines 

Cartography overlaps and depends upon the other mapping sciences which are surveyed in this module: 

visual analytics, remote sensing, automated mapping and geographic information science and systems. 

MODULE 22 Geobrowsing 

This module explores the new opportunities for virtual travel and visualization offered by the set of 

geobrowsers now available, including Google Street View and many others. 

MODULE 23 How to Lie with Maps 



Maps have been used to distort the truth, including for wartime propaganda and peacetime promotion. 

Here we cover how this is done, and give examples. 

MODULE 24 Thinking Spatially 

This capstone module uses knowledge gained throughout the course to explore location awareness, the 

search for spatial form, and to demonstrate spatial thinking. 


